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The Office for Standards in Education, Children's Services and Skills (Ofsted) regulates and inspects to
achieve excellence in the care of children and young people, and in education and skills for learner s of
all ages. It regulates and inspects childcare and children's social care, and inspects the Children and
Family Court Advisor y Support Service (Cafcass), schools, colleges, initial teacher training, wor k-based
learning and skills training, adult and community learning, and education and training in prisons and
other secure establishments. It assesses council children’s services, and inspects ser vices for looked
after children, safeguarding and child protection.
Further copies of this repor t are obtainable from the school. Under the Education Act 2005, the school
must provide a copy of this report free of charge to certain categories of people. A charge not
exceeding the full cost of reproduction may be made for any other copies supplied.
If you would like a copy of this document in a different format, such as large print or Braille, please
telephone 0300 123 4234, or email enquiries@ofsted.gov.uk.
You may copy all or parts of this document for non-commercial educational pur poses, as long as you
give details of the source and date of publication and do not alter the information in any way.
To receive regular email aler ts about new publications, including survey repor ts and school inspection
reports, please visit our website and go to ‘Subscribe’.
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Introduction
This inspection was carried out by one of Her Majesty’s Inspectors and four
additional inspectors. Forty four lessons were observed and meetings held with
groups of pupils, members of the governing body and school staff. They observed
the school’s work, and looked at a range of documents including the school’s policies
and procedures and progress tracking information. Two hundred and sixty three
parental questionnaires were also considered.
The inspection team reviewed many aspects of the school’s work. It looked in detail
at a number of key areas.


How effective is teaching at targeting individuals learning needs, particularly for
the gifted and talented/more-able students



What impact has the specialist status had on the school



How has the leadership and management of teaching and learning improved
students’ experiences and developed assessment for learning

Information about the school
The Woodroffe School is an average-sized school. Most students are of white British
heritage. The proportion of students with special educational needs and/or
disabilities is lower than found nationally, as is the proportion of students known to
be eligible for free school meals. The school has specialist arts college status and a
second specialism of mathematics and computing.
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Inspection judgements
Overall effectiveness: how good is the school?

1

The school’s capacity for sustained improvement

1

Main findings
The Woodroffe School has built systematically on its previous achievements and
strengthened its position as a highly effective place of learning that provides
outstanding opportunities for students. The school has a highly effective, cooperative
culture, with relationships between students and staff being very positive. Attainment
is high and students enjoy learning. There is no room for complacency in the school .
Leaders are analytical and continue to develop and refine practice in order to
improve things further for students. Students recognise the hard work of staff and
appreciate the wide range of diverse opportunities available. Students’ behaviour is
outstanding. The students are astute and appreciative, but also have a keen
understanding of how things could be improved further and a willingness to
articulate their thoughts to leaders in the school, including through the school
council, alternative council and other informal opportunities. Sixth-form students are
exceptional role models around the school. They demonstrate high levels of maturity
and commitment to their studies and help to highlight the high expectations and
aspirations they have. Sixth-form students can be seen regularly in many classes
undertaking independent studies and this gives all students opportunities to see the
high quality of work the students produce, as well as their excellent work ethic and
articulate, polite, and enthusiastic manner.
There has been an extremely successful focus on developing teaching and learning
and this has improved considerably since the last inspection. The leadership and
management of teaching and learning has ensured that teaching has improved
through a systematic development of all teaching, linking focussed monitoring
processes to the continuous professional development of individual staff. School
leaders continue to develop all teaching, including the good and outstanding
teaching and learning. Middle leaders are engaged in the process and developing
their own department practice as well as contributing across the school.
The improvements in teaching have led to further improvements in the progress
students make. Progress is now outstanding as the large majority of teaching is good
or outstanding. Teaching, at its best, is truly inspiring and students are able to
explain how many of the teachers work with them to ensure they are successful and
enjoy the experience of learning. Very occasionally, it is the students’ behaviour that
promotes the learning and, despite positive attitudes, students are not given enough
individual challenge. The school has developed the special educational needs
department and progress of students with special educational needs and/or
disabilities is now accelerating rapidly. There is an increasingly systematic approach
to developing provision for special educational needs and/or disabilities and its
success is demonstrated increasingly in classrooms. The school identifies students
who are gifted and talented, but does not yet give this enough prominence in
lessons. Nevertheless, students achieve a significant proportion of A and A* grades.
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The strong school community extends beyond the school gates. Staff and students
are engaged in a wide range of community activities, not least of which is ‘The Hub’,
a local youth and community centre developing opportunities for the wider
community. The school extends its influence nationally also, with advisory work, and
internationally with many links and visits each year developing community cohesion
very effectively.
The school’s governing body is dedicated and holds the school to account very well.
It is willing to ask the awkward questions and prompt further development, ensuring
that the senior team is always looking forward with the needs of students at the
heart of decision making. The school’s leadership has ensured that a process of
continuous improvement is now well embedded and so has an outstanding capacity
for further improvement.

What does the school need to do to improve further?


Refine teaching further to ensure even greater progress by ensuring all students
are challenged fully more of the time and gifted and talented students are given
even greater depth and breadth to their studies.

Outcomes for individuals and groups of pupils

1

The school has very positive links with partner primary schools and students enter
the school with Key Stage 2 test results that are above average. Quickly, students
develop very positive attitudes to success across the school. By the time students
leave the school in the sixth form, they are well rounded young adults who are ready
and willing to contribute to the wider community with a broad outlook on life.
Exam success has increased steadily and continues to rise. There is a strong trend
of improving attainment in the school. The school has worked hard to improve
students’ performance not only in English and mathematics, but also with a wide
range of subjects. The number of students achieving 5 or more A*-C grades at GCSE
is well above that found nationally. Students use information and communication
technology (ICT) effectively. The development of ICT is having an increasing impact
on achievement. Some students are highly skilled in the use of ICT and produce
some extremely high-quality professional-standard work. They are enthusiastic about
and understand the value of learning. There is a partnership in the outstanding
lessons that allows exceptional progress and the passion for learning and subjects is
apparent. Behaviour in lessons and around the school is exceptional. Students listen
well and articulate their thoughts and feelings with great clarity. A number of
students were able to describe a range of improvements that they felt should be
made in order to develop things still further. At times, some students need further
challenge in lessons to move on with much greater pace.
Students with special educational needs and/or disabilities are catered for very well,
with increasing success academically and the good progress they make is increasing
rapidly. Recent changes to the school’s provision have accelerated the improvements
significantly.
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Students feel safe and report that the school is able to deal with issues they have
quickly and effectively. They are aware of the dangers of drugs, alcohol and issues
relating to sexual health. Students participate fully in physical education lessons and
the wide range of other sports available. They are successful in team sports and are
proud to represent the school. Students’ artistic, sporting, cultural, moral and
spiritual development is outstanding. The students respond very well to the
opportunities to gain knowledge of the wider world.

These are the grades for pupils’ outcomes
Pupils’ achievement and the extent to which they enjoy their learning
Taking into account:

1

Pupils’ attainment 1

1

The quality of pupils’ learning and their progress

1

The quality of lear ning for pupils with special educational needs and/or disabilities
and their progress

2

The extent to which pupils feel safe

1

Pupils’ behav iour

1

The extent to which pupils adopt healthy lifesty les

1

The extent to which pupils contribute to the school and wider community

1

The extent to which pupils develop wor kplace and other skills that will
contribute to their future economic well-being

1

Taking into account:
Pupils’ attendance 1
The extent of pupils’ spir itual, moral, social and cultural development

1
1

How effective is the provision?
The senior and middle leaders in the school have a clear focus on development of
teaching and learning. The effective monitoring and support ensures that teaching at
all levels is improving. The high proportion of teaching that is outstanding and the
high proportion that is good ensures that the experience of students is very positive
overall. The best teaching demonstrates the high levels of skill of teachers and
subject knowledge. The best lessons show the passion and commitment that
teachers have. Students see this and respond well, appreciating the lessons that are
so much fun, full of variety, but also challenging, thought provoking and which
support learning in the classroom and give enough freedom to encourage learning
more independently after the lesson. High-quality questioning and modelling of risktaking by teachers builds students’ confidence to take risks in their own learning. The
school leaders have a clear understanding of the strengths of teaching and the areas
for development. With some small refinements, even more of the teaching could be
outstanding. At times, the level of challenge in lessons is not sufficient for some
students, particularly the gifted and talented students. More focussed provision for
more-able and gifted and talented students is needed. Occasionally, the lessons
observed secured only satisfactory progress. Such lessons were few, but were
characterised by too much teacher talk that slowed learning. However the behaviour
in these lessons was often very positive and contributed well to the progress made.
1

The grades for attainment and attendance are: 1 is high; 2 is above average; 3 is broadly average;
and 4 is low
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The curriculum is broad and balanced and meets the needs of individuals very well.
The school has been responsive to students’ requests for inclusion in the English
Baccalaureate, adapting the curriculum to give students more options to ensure
coverage. An appropriate focus on literacy is effective in improving achievement in
Key Stage 3. It gives students a firm foundation for future learning. The school
considers the whole 11-19 experience and is developing ‘pathways’ to allow all
students to be successful. Students enjoy the element of choice in the Year 9
‘Pathways’. The school provides an extensive range of extra-curricular activities and
students with diverse interests are catered for. The specialist status is used
effectively in enhancing provision and ensuring students have access to high-quality
resources. The school site is difficult to manage, but is enhanced with artworks that
are of high quality and provoke thought.
The school is a caring environment and a wide range of partnerships is established to
ensure the welfare of students is a high priority. A wide range of strategies and
professional, well-trained staff ensure an inclusive environment. The school is very
good at identifying the needs of individuals and supporting them. The school
encourages students to aspire for the highest levels and is increasing further the
support to achieve this. A group of students visited Oxford University recently and a
small group were discussing further support from the school to sit Oxbridge entrance
exams.

These are the grades for the quality of provision
The quality of teaching

1

Taking into account:
The use of assessment to support learning

1

The extent to which the curr iculum meets pupils’ needs, including, where
relevant, through partnerships

1

The effectiveness of care, guidance and support

1

How effective are leadership and management?
The Woodroffe school is highly successful and has clear ambitions to develop further.
The headteacher is a highly effective leader. He and his senior team have ensured
the strong development of leadership at all levels and secured continuous
improvements. The positive response of parents and carers, students and staff
ensures that the improvements that have taken place already are sustainable.
Leaders are willing to try new things and drive improvements and strong supportive
teams are active across the school as well as within subject areas. Morale is high and
staff feel valued and supported in their professional development The school is
oversubscribed and parents and carers of the new Year 7 students praised the
transition arrangements.
The governing body is effective at holding the school to account and is aware of how
it can be even more effective at monitoring school practice. It is fully aware of the
limitations of the difficult school site. Safeguarding arrangements are good. The site
is managed very effectively by the school and the difficulties it presents are not used
as an excuse to improve things.
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The school is active in assessing the needs of its community. Opportunities to
engage with other schools and organisations nationally and internationally have
ensured students have a wider appreciation of diversity and culture and are well
prepared for life in a multicultural world. The school is highly inclusive and embraces
diversity. It promotes equality of opportunity and tackles discrimination very
effectively.

These are the grades for leadership and management
The effectiveness of leadership and management in embedding ambit ion and
driv ing improvement
Taking into account:
The leadership and management of teaching and learning

1
1

The effectiveness of the governing body in challenging and support ing the
school so that weaknesses are tackled decisively and statutory responsibilities
met

1

The effectiveness of the school’s engagement with parents and carers

1

The effectiveness of partnerships in promoting learning and well-being

1

The effectiveness with which the school promotes equality of opportunity and
tackles discrimination

1

The effectiveness of safeguarding procedures

2

The effectiveness with which the school promot es community cohesion

1

The effectiveness with which the school deploys resources to achieve value for
money

1

Sixth form
The dedicated and passionate leadership by the head of sixth form and the wider
school team has ensured a highly effective sixth form. As a result, students are
positive contributors to the school community and engaged citizens able to take their
place in society with an impressive level of maturity and understanding of the wider
world.
The sixth form is part of an 11-19 experience in the school and is integral to the
school ethos. As such, the provision in the sixth form and the leadership of the sixth
form are similar to that found in the main school. Students make outstanding
progress and achievement is very strong
The curriculum is responsive and meets the needs of students. The sixth form is
popular and encourages students to continue in education to remain on a formal
learning ‘pathway’. Students who join the sixth form from other schools are
welcomed equally and settle into school life quickly. Students are supported well
through the process of university applications and are given clear guidance in moving
on. Students appreciate the opportunities and the high level of care they receive in
the school. Clear and effective planning and evaluation by the leadership, increasing
examination success and the willingness of students to contribute to the wider school
are all factors in the positive development of the sixth form.
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These are the grades for the sixth form
Overall effectiveness of the sixth for m

1

Taking into account:

1

Outcomes for students in the sixth form
The quality of provision in the sixth form
Leadership and management of the sixth form

1
1

Views of parents and carers
Parents and carers are very positive about the school, but are also very willing to
communicate where they think things need improvement. They appreciate the hard
work of the school staff. Some parents and carers said that they would like even
more information about the progress their children are making. A number of parents
and carers expressed concerns also about the school’s reports. The school is
developing the reports in line with parental/carer consultation and recognises that
the reports are not the way it wants them. Concern was expressed about the school
bus area and the school understands the issues surrounding this area. Inspection
findings show that, whilst the area is a concern, the school manages it well.
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Responses from parents and carers to Ofsted’s questionnaire
Ofsted invited all the registered parents and carers of pupils registered at The Woodr offe School to
complete a questionnaire about their views of the school.
In the questionnaire, parents and carers were asked to recor d how strongly they agree d with 13
statements about the school.
The inspection team received 263 completed questionnaires by the end of the on-site inspection. In
total, there are 1076 pupils registered at the school.
Statements
My child enjoys school
The school keeps my child
safe
The school informs me about
my child’s progress
My child is making enough
progress at this school
The teaching is good at this
school
The school helps me to
suppor t my child’s learning
The school helps my child to
have a healthy lifestyle
The school makes sure that
my child is well prepared for
the future (for example
changing year gr oup,
changing school, and for
children w ho are finishing
school, entering further or
higher education, or entering
employment)
The school meets my child’s
particular needs
The school deals effectively
with unacceptable behaviour
The school takes account of
my suggestions and
concerns
The school is led and
managed effectively
Overall, I am happy with my
child’s experience at this
school

Strongly
agree
Total
%

Agree

Disagree

Total

%

Total

%

Strongly
disagree
Total
%

135

51

117

44

10

4

0

0

135

51

119

45

5

2

0

0

85

32

143

54

16

6

1

0

97

37

130

49

9

3

2

1

103

39

137

52

4

2

0

0

80

30

136

52

27

10

4

2

102

39

130

49

12

5

2

1

100

38

128

49

6

2

0

0

98

37

127

48

7

3

5

2

102

39

124

47

12

5

3

1

75

29

129

49

27

10

1

0

112

43

126

48

11

4

0

0

130

49

117

44

5

2

0

0

The table above summarises the responses that parents and carers made to each statement. The
percentages indicate the proportion of parents and carers giving that response out of the total number
of completed questionnaires. Where one or more parents and carers chose not to answer a par ticular
question, the percentages will not add up to 100%.
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Glossary
What inspection judgements mean
Grade
Grade 1

Judgement
Outstanding

Grade 2

Good

Grade 3

Satisfactory

Grade 4

Inadequate

Description
These features are highly effective. An outstanding
school provides exceptionally well for all its pupils’ needs.
These are very positive features of a school. A school
that is good is serving its pupils well.
These features are of reasonable quality. A satisfactory
school is providing adequately for its pupils.
These features are not of an acceptable standard. An
inadequate school needs to make significant
improvement in order to meet the needs of its pupils.
Ofsted inspectors will make further visits until it
improves.

Overall effectiveness of schools
Type of school
Nursery schools
Primary schools
Secondary
schools
Sixth forms
Special schools
Pupil referral
units
All schools

Overall effectiveness judgement (percentage of schools)
Outstanding
Good
Satisfactory
Inadequate
43
47
10
0
6
46
42
6
14
36
41
9
15
30
14

42
48
50

41
19
31

3
3
5

10

44

39

6

New school inspection arrangements were introduced on 1 September 2009. This means that
inspectors now make some additional judgements that were not made previously.
The data in the table above are for the period 1 September 2010 to 08 April 2011 and are consistent
with the latest published official statistics about maintained school inspection outcomes (see
www.ofsted.gov.uk).
The sample of schools inspected during 2010/11 was not representative of all schools nationally, as
weaker schools are inspected more frequently than good or outstanding schools.
Percentages are rounded and do not always add exactly to 100.
Sixth for m figures reflect the judgements made for the overall effectiveness of the sixth form in
secondar y schools, special schools and pupil referral units.
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Common terminology used by inspectors
Achievement:

the progress and success of a pupil in their
learning, development or training.

Attainment:

the standard of the pupils’ work shown by test and
examination results and in lessons.

Capacity to improve:

the proven ability of the school to continue
improving. Inspectors base this judgement on what
the school has accomplished so far and on the
quality of its systems to maintain improvement.

Leadership and management:

the contribution of all the staff with responsibilities,
not just the headteacher, to identifying priorities,
directing and motivating staff and running the
school.

Learning:

how well pupils acquire knowledge, develop their
understanding, learn and practise skills and are
developing their competence as learners.

Overall effectiveness:

inspectors form a judgement on a school’s overall
effectiveness based on the findings from their
inspection of the school. The following judgements,
in particular, influence what the overall
effectiveness judgement will be.






Progress:

The school’s capacity for sustained
improvement.
Outcomes for individuals and groups of
pupils.
The quality of teaching.
The extent to which the curriculum meets
pupils’ needs, including, where relevant,
through partnerships.
The effectiveness of care, guidance and
support.

the rate at which pupils are learning in lessons and
over longer periods of time. It is often measured
by comparing the pupils’ attainment at the end of a
key stage with their attainment when they started.
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This letter is provided for the school, parents and
carers to share with their children. It describes Ofsted’s
main findings from the inspection of their school.

19 September 2011
Dear Students
Inspection of The Woodroffe School, Lyme Regis DT7 3LX
Thank you very much for the friendly welcome you gave to the inspection team. It
was good to see you at work and to speak to you about your outstanding school.
Many of you told us how the school supports you and provides exceptional
opportunities to excel. You told us also about the things that you think should be
improved and we were impressed with your astute and mature comments, as well as
your commitment to your own studies and to helping the wider community.
Overall, you make outstanding progress and attainment is high. Your behaviour is
outstanding and sixth-form students are excellent role models in the school. You
make the most of the many sporting, art and cultural opportunities. Teaching in the
school is outstanding overall. The best of lessons are inspiring and teachers support
you well. A small number of lessons are not as dynamic and lack pace and challenge.
You are aware that this slows your progress. Teaching has improved considerably,
but we have asked the school’s leaders to improve the lessons that are not as
effective as the best.
The school’s leaders and staff work hard and are very effective in providing highquality opportunities for your learning. That includes the local, national and
international opportunities you have.
The school provides you with a high level of support and you have a very clear
understanding of how to stay safe and healthy. You have a strong sense of right and
wrong and understand what it means to be a good citizen in society. We were very
impressed to hear how much you valued a high-quality education and about your
aspirations for sixth form, university and interesting careers.
Make sure you continue to make the most of your school days and achieve the
highest of standards so that you have choices for your future. Your responsibilities as
role models are important to ensure the school can continue to develop further.
We wish you all well in all that you do.
Yours sincerely
Paul Scott
Her Majesty's Inspector (on behalf of the inspection team)
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Any complaints about the inspection or the report should be made following the
procedures set out in the guidance 'Complaining about inspect ions', which is available
from Ofsted’s website: www.ofsted.gov.uk. If you would like Ofsted to send you a copy
of the guidance, please telephone 0300 123 4234, or email enquir ies@ofsted.gov.uk.

